
SIMPLE, POWERFUL SMALL
MINE, QUARRY AND
AGGREGATE
MANAGEMENT SOFTWAREQUARRYHOG



Get Stuff Done. Faster. Safer.

quarryHog is a comprehensive fleet management system for small mines,
quarries and aggregates. It optimizes production and maximizes utilization by
leverages real-time data and GPS tracking. On top of productivity, quarryHog
also boosts safety, as it boasts a sleek digital inspection system that allows
for high level maintenance ops. Not only does this increase safety, it allows
for quarries to get the absolute most out of their equipment.

Key Features
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No dispatch required fleet
management system.

Track haulage and cycle times,
instantly and digitally.

Monitor equipment location in
real-time and keep track of all
consumables through
quarryHog mobile.

Conduct MSHA compliant
workplace exams, pre and post
op exams and manage
timesheets.

quarryHog.com



Monitor Equipment
Locations at All Times

Use Cases
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- Monitor all production in the pit
- Review shift logs
- Monitor tons/truckloads

- Manage crew activity
- Maximize equipment utilization
- Perform inspections
 

- Perform MSHA compliant exams
- Publish safety shares

quarryHog.com

Optimize Production

Maximize Availability and Utilization

Track Consumables and Costs

Monitor Safety and Compliance

- Track fuel used by equipment
- Track drill and impact hours



quarryHog Goes Where You Need It

quarryHog Desktop: quarryHog Mobile:

Through the quarryHog
opsCenter, supervisors can
monitor and assign tasks in real-
time to operators. Shifts are
reported on as the progress and
supervisors are able to make
impactful, second-by-second,
adjustments. This allows for
easier scheduling of safety
inspections, eliminated downtime
and a boost in haulage.

With quarryHog mobile,
operators can see tasks assigned
to them the second they are
assigned. They can also record
consumable usage,  report
progress, and make real-time
adjustments to fine tune
productivity.
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